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Traditional field device management solutions have 

primarily focused on configuration and diagnostics. 

However, to achieve optimal performance and cost-effective 

maintenance of field devices, it is essential to adopt a 

more holistic approach. Recognizing this need, Schneider 

Electric introduces an innovative Field Device Management 

offering.

At the heart of this groundbreaking solution lie two 

powerful modules:

1.   EcoStruxure Field Device Expert: This integrated 

solution, built on FDT technology, empowers businesses 

to efficiently commission, configure, and maintain 

field devices throughout their lifecycle. The Intelligent 

Commissioning Wizard automates HART field 

instrumentation commissioning, reducing manual efforts 

and maximizing efficiency.

2.   EcoStruxure Maintenance Advisor: Leveraging 

advanced analytics and IoT technology, this module 

predicts potential field device failures, enabling proactive 

maintenance scheduling. It enhances operational 

reliability by providing real-time data for quick issue 

identification and troubleshooting. Integration with 

Mobile Operator Rounds ensures comprehensive asset 

monitoring.
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Click here to learn more about  
field device management solutions.

By combining these solutions, Schneider Electric offers 

a comprehensive, end-to-end approach to optimize 

efficiency, reliability, and cost-effectiveness in industrial 

processes:

1.   Increased Efficiency: Automating commissioning and 

providing predictive maintenance insights reduces 

downtime and improves operational efficiency. Proactive 

maintenance scheduling ensures precise and timely task 

execution, optimizing plant performance.

2.   Enhanced Reliability: Condition Based maintenance 

extends reduces the risk of unplanned downtime. Early 

detection and resolution of potential issues safeguard 

critical assets, enhancing reliability and productivity.

3.   Reduced Costs: Implementing condition-based 

practices and avoiding unnecessary trips optimize 

resource utilization, resulting in cost savings.

4.   Improved Compliance: Comprehensive asset 

monitoring improves safety and environmental 

compliance. Real-time monitoring and early issue 

detection ensure devices operate within specified 

parameters, enhancing regulatory compliance.

Leveraging advanced technologies and intelligent analytics, 

you can optimize your industrial processes, maximize asset 

performance, and gain a competitive edge with Schneider 

Electric’s innovative field device management solution.
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